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Introduction

In the heart of the savannah, amidst the sprawling grasslands of Leetitius (formerly Paperdonia),
lived a cheetah like no other: LeeTah. Born in nature’s harsh embrace, he yearned for a life
beyond its borders. With ice-cold resolve and a devotion to Muay Thai, LeeTah climbed to the top
by channelling his inner leet, all while never forgetting the lessons of the savannah.

Now, LeeTah stands as an international diplomat, spreading the smooth purple vibes of the
Leetah dynasty. Obsessed, lethal, and destined to dominate, LeeTah has come to swell the ranks
of the global leet community and share his dynasty with those who prove worthy.

Leetah is lethal.
Leetah is obsessed.
Leetah will dominate.

VISION – Project Objectives

1. Lead the Global Leet Movement:
Unite the leets of the world under one smooth purple banner, building a powerful community
dedicated to the pursuit of excellence. Our objective is to rally the meme lords, crypto ninjas, and
diamond-handed degenerates to create an unstoppable force.

2. Cultivate Savannah-Inspired Collaboration:
Foster a spirit of camaraderie, inspired by the lessons of the savannah, where strength, agility,
and speed reign supreme. Collaboration is the key to success, and the leet community will grow
through mutual support and shared vibes.

3. Meme Domination:
Establish $LEETAH as the apex predator in the meme coin ecosystem—a diamond among the
rough that will climb the crypto charts. It’s not just about dominating the jungle; it's about making
the jungle work for you. $LEETAH holders will reap the rewards of their unwavering dedication.

4. Innovation in Staking and Tools:
Create innovative staking solutions and develop leet tools that redefine how communities thrive
in the crypto jungle. From advanced staking contracts to leet tools that empower hodlers to
maximise their gains, we’re building a comprehensive ecosystem.

5. Feed the Cheetah:
Ensure everyone eats by building an economy where $LEETAH holders can profitably engage
through staking, trading, and community rewards. Remember, a well-fed cheetah is a fast
cheetah.



T okenomics and Distribution

Total Supply: 1.337 billion $LEETAH tokens

Token Distribution:

● Presale: 35%
Feed the cheetah, get in early. This allocation is reserved for the presale, providing early
adopters with an opportunity to secure their spot in the dynasty.

● Airdrops for Ultra-Leets: 5%
For the ULTRA-LEETS, this allocation is set aside to reward their unwavering dedication.
It’s the ultimate status symbol for the crème de la crème of the Leetah community.

● DEX: 20%
Everyone’s ticket to the big show, these tokens are reserved for decentralized
exchanges. A fair launch on DEXes ensures that every leet has a shot at the big leagues.

● Marketing and KOL Deals: 10%
Fueling the marketing surge, this allocation is set aside for the dealmakers and heavy
hitters. Expect a marketing blitz that will shake up the crypto jungle.

● Affiliates: 5%
Anyone can be an affiliate. This allocation ensures they get their fair share. Become a
leet ambassador, share the word of LeeTah, and watch your rewards pile up.

● Roadmap Projects: 25%
LeeTah the cheetah has big things planned. Everyone will feed. From NFTs to community
rewards, this allocation is dedicated to building the Leetah ecosystem.

The technology Behind LeeTah

LeeTah isn’t just a cheetah on a mission—he’s a memetic powerhouse built on top of
cutting-edge blockchain technology.

Blockchain Foundation:
$LEETAH is an ERC20 token on the Ethereum network, allowing leets to run wild across the
decentralized savannah. Leveraging the speed and efficiency of blockchain technology,
$LEETAH guarantees that LeeTah’s legacy will not only survive but thrive.

Staking Rewards:
Stake your $LEETAH tokens and lock them into a smart contract to earn more over time. It's like
setting up a cozy den for your cheetah coins and watching them multiply. Our staking contracts
are built to offer dynamic rewards, meaning the longer you stake, the more rewards you earn. It’s
like compound interest, but cooler.

Leet Tools and Infrastructure:
The Leetah dynasty is not just about tokens. It's about building a powerful ecosystem where leets
can thrive. From DEX listings to community incentives and decentralized governance, the
savannah is rich with opportunities. Our leet tools will empower hodlers to make the most of their
$LEETAH holdings.

Cross-Chain Compatibility:
Leetah ensures that no leet is left behind by offering presale participation across Solana,
Ethereum, BNB, Polygon, Base, and Avalanche. Whether you’re a MATIC master, a SOL savant,
or an ETH enthusiast, you’re welcome in the purple savannah.



Phase 4: LeeTah Sprints

- First DEX listings

- CoinGecko & CoinMarketCap listing

- NFT collection launch

Phase 2: LeeTah Grows

- Contract audit

- Community building

- Marketing initiation

Roadmap

Phase 1: LeeTah is Born

- Social channels are launched

- Website goes live

- Telegram community roars to life

- Presale begins

Phase 3: LeeTah Roars

- Community contests

- Marketing surge

- Finish presale

Phase 5: LeeTah Feeds

- First CEX listings

- Community incentives

- LEET TOOLS launch



FAQ

1. What is Leetah?
Leetah is a meme coin diamond among the rough. Fast, tough, and with the will to prevail,
Leetah is truly an apex predator. Leetah is currently in the presale stage, where the price is at its
lowest. When it goes public, the listing price will be much higher. So, grab your spot early,
because LeeTah isn’t waiting for anyone!

2. What is a Leetah Presale?
The Leetah Presale allows buyers to secure $LEETAH tokens at a drastically lower price than
the listing price. There are several stages, each with increasing prices until the presale is over.
Think of it as a race to the top of the food chain. If you snooze, you lose! The starting price of
$LEETAH is set at 0.0065 USD.

3. How do I participate in the presale?
You can take part in the presale on Solana, Ethereum, BNB, Polygon, Base, or Avalanche Chain.
Simply connect your wallet to the presale widget on the website and send SOL, ETH, BNB,
MATIC, BASE, AVAX, USDT, or USDC to reserve your $LEETAH tokens. It's like sending your
coins on a quest to join the Leetah dynasty.

4. When do I receive my presale tokens?
Once you've completed your presale purchase, you'll be able to claim your tokens before the first
DEX listing using the same wallet. No wallet substitutions will be made in the event of a
compromised wallet, or lost access to a wallet used to purchase in the presale. Claim and listing
dates will be announced on our social media accounts. But don't worry, our cheetah ninjas will
make sure you know when it’s time to pounce!

5. What is LeeTah staking?
Staking is the action of sending your tokens to a smart contract and locking them for a defined
period. This will earn you more $LEETAH tokens over time at a dynamic rate. For now, Leetah
staking is available only on the Ethereum network. So, set up your cheetah den and let the
rewards roll in. We will be creating a separate Staking website where you can login and see your
staking rewards stack up and are able to claim the rewarded tokens.

6. Is Leetah really lethal?
Absolutely. Leetah is a meme coin with speculative value derived only from the smooth purple
vibes of the Leetah meme. But be warned: crypto prices fluctuate wildly, and financial risks are
part of the journey. Ape responsibly, stay leet, and remember: Leetah will dominate.

Leetah is a meme coin with speculative value derived only from the smooth purple vibes of the
Leetah meme. Crypto prices fluctuate wildly, and financial risks are part of the journey. Ape
responsibly, stay leet, and remember: Leetah will dominate.

Disclaimer


